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I. Ring roads and bridges:

Eurasian transport corridors

• States/regions need to create a uniform balanced and symmetrized 

developable communication system. 

• Development of economies of different countries and regions was 

and will be connected with a forming system of transport and power 

facilities. 

• Countries of the Eurasian Economic Union and Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization also need a new transport ideology, the 

System of Eurasian Transport Corridors (SETC) shall be an integral 

part thereof.  It is designed to provide safe and stable operation of 

continental transport routes as well as development of territorial and 

production complexes. 
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Ring roads and bridges: 

Eurasian transport corridors

• After collapse of the USSR the transport complex of its 

former republics became a part of the existing European 

transport system.

• International corridors of the Eurasian Transport 

Corridors System (SETC) will form the major "connection 

nodes" and SETC minor transport corridors – the 

"regional nodes" of cross-border cooperation.  The 

Eurasian Economic Community has launched such 

approach and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 

defines opportunities of the SETC long-term 

development strategy in the interests of the Eurasian 

Continent.
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Communication Networks Objectives

• Communication networks shall solve two problems: 

• - for the state the transport "corridors" are the 

mechanisms providing economic and cultural unity of 

some territory and retaining of identity thereof. 

• - for continent/region with a number of civilizations/ 

cultures/ ethnos, the communications are the 

generalized system of goods exchange.  
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Communication Networks Objectives

• Two different forms of communication networks 

correspond to two objectives require. To keep the 

arranging structures "blurred" by the transport theorem 

(if contributions of the Center into the transport 

infrastructure project in region are not sufficient for the 

development of border territory, this territory gets under 

influence of neighbouring countries), ring structures with 

comparatively short radial branches are the most 

adequate : "wheel and spokes".
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Eurasian Ring Roads Characteristics 
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• Geo-economic map of the Eurasian Continent includes 

five transport ring roads - Central European, North 

European, Mediterranean, Far East and Central 

Eurasian. 

• These transport ring roads arrange the operation of 

national economies.  

• Unfortunately it can be stated that only one of them -

Central European – function hardly now. 



• The Far East transport ring road that could connect 

Korea, China, Manchuria, Russian Far East, Japan has 

never existed as a united area.  It is historically formed 

that the fragments of main ways are often geopolitically 

unoriented.  

• Each of transport sections of the Far East countries 

independently tries to connect to the world 

communication system embarrassing geo-economic 

balancing of traffic flows. 

TA-8147 REG: Facilitating Cross-Border 

Transport in the Central Asia Regional Economic
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A new Central Eurasian geo-economic structure is formed

in the region of the Caspian Sea and Central Asia.

The Central Asian transport ring road having railway entry

points may be distinguished in the Central Eurasian ring

road as follows:

- Dostyk and Horgos in the east from China;

- Khairaton/Termez in the south from Afghanistan, Srakhs 

and Gorgan from Iran; 

- Aktau and Turkmenbashi (Krasnovodsk) ports, 

Akkol/Astrakhanin the west;

- railway crossings between the Republic of Kazakhstan

and the Russian Federation in the north-west, north and

north-east.
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Types of ring structures 
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It is obvious that for the Eurasian Region as well as for the majority of other regions of

the world, the most reliable scheme will be "e" – the ring structure with chords that

allows providing stable cargo transportation in case of any problems on any lines thanks

to reserve routes.

In this case the chords crossing each other may form internal ring and semi-ring roads.
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Countries Directions and length in km.

Kazakhstan Aksu - Degelen (184 km), Khromtau - Altynsarino (403 km), Shar - Ust-Kamenogorsk 

(155 km) - lines for creation of internal railway network in the country; 

Zhetygen - Horgos (298 km), gate to the PRC; 

Zhezkazgan - Beineu (1200 km, latitudinal transit route),  

Zhanaozen - Bolashak the border of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan (146 km) 

Turkmenistan The border with the Republic of Kazakhstan - Gyzylgaya - Bereket - Etrek

(Turkmenistan) - Gorgan (Iran), 700 km

the following lines were laid previously in the Republic: 

Turkmenabat - Atamurat - Kerkichi (215 km) and Ashgabat - Dashkhovuz (540 km) –

the lines for creation of internal railway network in the country; 

Tedzhen (Turkmenistan) - Serakhs - Meshkhed (Iran), 308 km 

Atamurat-Imamnazar line (85 km, the border with Afghanistan) and further to 

Tajikistan is is in the process of construction. 

Tajikistan Kurgan-Tyube - Kulyab, 150 km (instead of the previous narrow-gage railway) 

Uzbekistan Tashguzar - Baisun - Kumkurgan, 223 km and Karaozek - Turtkul - Uchkuduk, 342 km, 

the lines for creation of internal railway network in the country by-passing 

Turkmenistan; 

UTY State Company controls Khairaton - Mazari-Sharif railway in Afghanistan; 

Angren - Kamchik - Pap (129 km) is in the process of construction by-passing 

Turkmenistan

II. New railway lines in the Cenrtral Asia (constructed after 1991)

After collapse of the USSR a number of lines were constructed by countries by-passing other states for

formation of own internal railway networks. However there was construction of railways designed for

exit to neighbouring countries and formation of transit corridors in Eurasia.



Transport corridors of Organisation for Railways Cooperation

Corridors of Organisation for Railways Cooperation have alternative routes of ring and semi-ring form: 

A) Transsib and Lyanyungan - Dostyk - Petropavlovsk; 

B) Dostyk - Almaty - Tashkent - Serakhs - Meshkhed - Bender-Abbas was added with new railway Dostyk -

Zhezkazgan - Zhanaozen - Gyzylgaya - Bereket - Etrek (Turkmenistan) - Gorgan (Iran) - Bender - Abbas, 

etc.  

After collapse of the USSR the countries of the Central Asia have got a problem to create latitudinal and 

meridional corridors for attraction of transit steams of cargo transportation. 
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Scheme of new railway lines in the Central Asia

Before collapse of the USSR the structure of railway and motor roads had radial ring

configuration: the railways from Moscow are spreading in 12 directions and at a distance

they are connected by ring road lines. Motor roads were laid in parallel with railways.
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Railway map of the Republic of Kazakhstan



Existing and planned railways of Mongolia

New planned railways of Mongolia have the following basic principles: 

- they are oriented to certain mineral deposits; 

- they are targeted to formation of internal railway network of the country; 

- they are designed to create new gates to bordering countries for connection to the 

Eurasian corridors of transit cargo transportation.
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Transport corridors of the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation 

Transport corridors of the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation also have

alternative routes divided on motor and railway main lines forming the ring and semi-ring

roads. However it is obvious that they are separated from the corridors on the territory of

Mongolia and border crossings of PRC-Mongolian People's Republic Erlyan-Khoto -

Zamyn-Uud, etc. in spite of Horgos and Dostyk two railway crossings in the Central Asia

from PRC.
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III. Formation of the North-West Central Asian semi-ring road by construction 

of railway China-Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan-Iran

Thanks to laying of Zhezkazgan - Beineu - Zhanaozen - Gyzylgaya - Etrek - Gorgan

railway the Central Asia Region was passed by the West semi-ring road allowed reducing

a number of intermediate borders for cargo transit between China and the South Asia.

Construction projects of railways from Kashgar through Kyrgyzstan in direction of

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan may be a competitor for the China-Kazakhstan-Turkmenistan

corridor.
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IV. Kazakhstan-Kyrgyzstan-Tajikistan East Central Asian Semi-Ring 

Railway Project
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Construction project of the East semi-ring railway of the Central Asia will allow:

- to get transport gate to the north in direction of Kazakhstan and further Russian and

China for Fergana Regions of Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan;

- to unload Dushanbe - Osh - Bishkek motor road (more than 3 ths. vehicles per day);

- to fix the status of gates from the Central Asia to China for operated railway crossings

Horgos and Dostyk providing them with cargo traffic and avoiding unproductive

competition with the routes in the Central Asia from Kashgar.



Central Asian ring railway, entry-exit points (EEP)  
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East EEP South EEP West EEP North

Dostyk Horgos Gorgan Serakhs Termez Turkmenbashi Aktau Akkol Uralsk Aktobe Kostanay Mamlyutka Semey
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Taking into account the chords crossing the railway complex of the Central Asia in

latitudinal and meridional directions, a number of directions are perspective from the point

of view of their cargo traffic loading among the regions of Siberia and the Central Asia,

the Central Asia and PRC as well as transcontinental cargo transportation between

Europe and the East Asia.



Minor Central Asian ring railway, entry-exit points (EEP)

Entry-exit points 

East South West North

Osh Khudzhand Khavast Tashkent Taraz

East Osh
Х 291 361 511 395

South Khudzhand
291 Х 70 220 547

West Khavast
361 70 Х 150 580

North

Tashkent
511 220 150 Х 430

Taraz
395 547 617 430 Х
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Minor Central Asia ring road includes the Fergana valley with regions of Uzbekistan,

Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, Tashkent Region of Uzbekistan, Talas Region of Kyrgyzstan

with two entry points from Kazakhstan in the North: Tashkent and Taraz.



THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!

Kubat.rakhimov@gmail.com

K Rakhimov
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